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lmplementing Wiki and Blog Mediated
Writing Tasks in an EFL Context

Handoyo Puji Widodo . Adriadi Novawan

lntroduction

Due to the explosion of digitally mediated learning resources or support like the

internet or World Wide Web, language teachers utilize such resources not only as

"learning tools'l but also as "authentic means of communication and relationship
building" (Sykes, Oskoz & Thorne, 2008, p. 528). This internet mediation allows
for interactional spaces between a teacher and students, and between students and

their peers in and out ofclass. In this respect, language learners have to play a role as

net generations who should be literate in technology rich learning resources. Along
with this, language teachers are challenged to help learners acquire technology or
information and communication technology (ICT) literacies. One of the most

recent web technologies that language teachers can make use is second generation
web or Web 2.0.

Recently, the burgeoning development of Web 2.0 technologies has offered language
learners a wide range of learning resources, which allow for "the availability of tools
that can potentially be used in a variety of different ways to blend regular classroom
practice" (Motteram & Sharma, 2009, p.84). This shows that language teachers
are able to optimize learning tasks that enable students not only to interact with
a teacher but also to interact with their peers inside and outside the classroom.
Unlike Web 1.0 technologies, the features of Web 2.0 technologies facilitate students
in doing more interactive and versatile learning tasks with the teacher and peers.
Thus, Web 2"0 technologies can be viewed as a mediating artifact or social software
(Alexander, 2006) for language learning that language teachers can make use to
maximize learning tasks and teacher-student and student-student interactions,
thereby enhancing digitally mediated interactivity, engagement, and collaboration.

The applications of Web 2.0 technologies like wikis and weblogs or blogs have

been well documented and researched, particularly in teaching writing both
in English as a foreign language (EFL) and English as a second language (ESL)
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contexts (e.g., Bradley, Lindstrom & Rystedt,2010; Kuteeva,2011; Lee, 2010; Sun,

2010). Wikis and blogs serve as mediating space that students can shift from the

traditional niche of knowledge consumer to that of knowledge producer and move

from only engagement in academic discourse communities to contributory and

co-constructive roles in those communities, thereby allowing students, within
the social web, to generate, edit, publish, and control information in an open

and democratic manner (Kamel Boulos & Wheeler, 2007, as cited in Wheeler &
Wheeler,2009). Thus, Web 2.0 and social software, affords learners a wide spectrum

of "unique and power.ful information sharing and collaboration features", serves as

'tognitive refleition and amplification tools", and facilitates "the construction of
meining through the act of self-design of knowledge databases" (|onassen, Peck &
Wilson, 1999, as cited in Parker & Chao, 2007, p. 57).

To take into account an emergingneed for the use ofWeb 2.0 in the writing classroom,

wikis and blogs can be pedagogically exploited particularly in implementing more

interactive writing tasks that language teachers can assign to students. However,

it is not sufficientlo say that such Web 2.0 technologies have pedagogical benefits

for students unless language teachers train them how to make use of such social

software and exploit poi.ibl" features of wikis and blogs. To fill this need, we would

like to explore what writing tasks can be optimally implemented through blogs and

wikis. Beiore highlighting ihis, we will discuss conceptual frameworks of blogs and

wikis; technology or ICT literacies; and writing as socially scaffolded, participative,

and collaborative practice.

Wikis and Blogs

Wikis

Ward Cunningham, the creator of the first wiki (wikiwikiweb), has defined wikis as

"the simplest online database that could possibly work ' (Leuf & Cunningham, 2001 ,

p. 4). Kessler (2009) adds that wikis are extremely fast; therefore, Cunningham

used the term wiki, pronounced weekee, originally from a Hawaiian wordfor quick.

Wikis are "freely expandable collection of interlinked web pages, a hypertext system

for storing and modifiring information - a database, where each page is easily

edited by iny user with a forms-capable Web browser client" (Leuf & Cunningham,
2001, p. 14). Tardy (2011) also defines wikis as'h collaborative web-based space

that can be modified by any user" (p. 13). Drawing on such definitions, wikis are a

kind of server software, which enables users to freely and easily construct and edit

web page content using any web browser in which hyperlinks are available.
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The versatility and easy use of wikis can be facilitative to the implementation of
collaborative and peer-to-peer learning in and out of class. Wikis are social software
that enables students to work on particular writing tasks collaboratively. On wikis,
a set of pages is loosely structured and "linked in multiple ways to each other and to
Internet resources and an open-editing system in which anyone can edit any page
(by clicking on the 'edit this page'button)" (Godwin-|ones, 2003, p. 15). Wiki users
are able to freely create, modi4z, and delete the content of the wikis. This suggests

that wikis serye as an authoring tool that language teachers and students can work
collaboratively in such a way that engaging participation, intensive collaboration,
and collective production arc possible.

As Phillipson (2008) has pinpointed, pedagogical uses of wikis can be categorized
into: (1) a resource wiki, knowledge or information constructed collectively;
(2) a presentation wiki, the use of a wiki employed to voice one's work to a groupi
(3) a gateway wiki, the use of a wiki to develop a discussion of data; (4) a simulation
wiki, used to simulate an environment for exploration; and (5) an illuminated wiki,
employed to jointly develop a group document like print, graphic, and audio and
video hyperlinks. These wiki categories offer language teachers and students what
kinds of wikis they would choose or emphasize. Indeed, they can implement those
categories in an integrative way to create more dynamic learning tasks or activities
inside and outside the classroom.

On a pedagogical level, wikis offer student writers some benefits. As Lamb (2004,
as cited in Parker & Chao, 2007 , p. 61) has listed, the benefits of wikis for teaching
writing skills include:

Stimulate writing ('fun and'wiki'are often associated).
Provide a low-cost but effective communication and collaboration tool
(with an emphasis on text rather than software).
Promote the close reading, revision, and tracking of preliminary work.
Discourage product oriented writing while facilitating writing as a process.
Ease students into writing for a wider audience.

In addition, Richardson (2009, as cited in Woo, Chu & Li,2011) elaborates that
wikis can help to scaffold students' collaborative writing through a platform for
sharing, peer-commenting, and co-constructing. This platform, indeed, helps
students support one another, thereby building or even expanding peer scaffolding.
Though wikis function as a digital platform for ideal engagement, collaboration,
idea sharing, and publishing, they are not personally protected where individual
voices should be kept originally like learning journals, reflective logs, and singly
authored publishing. For this reason, language teachers need to blend the use of
wikis with the application of blogs.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Blogs

Weblogs or popularly known as 'blogs' has been the ctaze for an authentic and

constrictiveiearning tool, especially in the language classroom (Seitzinger, 2006)'

Davies and Merchant (2009, p. 23) also see weblogs or blogs as 'bne of the most

well-established and well-known Web 2.0 applicationsi'Weblogs or blogs are often

referred to as social software, which involves participation and collaboration in

nature. Blogs serves as a valuable tool for teaching foreign language writing. As

prinz (2010i argues, blogs make publishing content very easy and quick. Previously,

one had to bec6me 
"pt 

it Hffr4i editing or programming to create a website. The

creation of content through a blog, thus, has technically become as easy as writing

an e-mail, so the explosion of blogs in use has occurred. Through blogging, one can

easily create and update contentlnformation, and she or he can instantly publish

it on the World Wide Web from any internet connection (Richardson,2009)'

However, it is important to keep in mind that blogs not only_serYe as a publishing

tool, but also function as a valuable platform for interactive discussion, so threads

of discussion can easily be kept track.

In other words, by nature, blogs are a public social space where every internet

user can search iniormational texts uploided onto the blogs, read them, and make

comments on them. Compared to triditional websites where comments can only

be attached to the websiie (e.g., an integrated guestbook or discussion board),

in blogs, discussion threads .un b. attached to each piece of-content separately'

Alexaider (2006) says that "the reverse chronological order of blogs constitutes a

completely different'rhetorical purpose than traditional web pages, r1h1ch 
9.o "?,

contain inherent timelinesl' nlogs tend to focus on "microcontent" and thus "break

away from the page metaphor" ind the "notion of the Web as a book' (p. 33).

Seitzinger (2006) argues that "blogs and networks of blogs can facilitate

develofment of a community of learners and social presence. The comments

on blog posts can be powerfui feedback tools; they offer immediate and detailed

,.rpo.rl., to the learner's thoughts and ideas" (p. 7). This implies that from a social

constructivist perspective, knowledge or idea is constructed in a social context

through interattions with others. This reflects active, meaningful learning where

students engage in social activities. Through a social digital sp1:e,blogs, students

are able to express and explain their thoughts or ideas as well as negotiate and

compromise such ideas or thoughts with their peers during the-learning activities.

Drawing on this notion, blogs can function as a mediating social tool for writing as

socially participative and collaborative practice.
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Differences between wikis and blogs

f"9" t Oif"r""."t O"t*"",
Wikis Blogs

Designed for collaborative authoring
by any users, but wikis may be singly

authored.

lnformation is typically organized into
topics.

Allow users to show what information is

related and make it easy to browse.

Receive feedback by allowing users or
vlsitors to edit topics directly.

Content information is editable.

Allow for knowledge sharing around
topics.

More personal and generally written by a

single author.

The information in blogs is

chronologically presented in a reverse

manner; therefore, information in
blogs is historically recorded and rarely
changes.

The reverse chronological order of blogs

does not allow users to find all postings

on a particular topic and browse through
all postings on that topic.

Manage reader comments without being

able to edit content information directly,
so the contents in blogs belong fully to
the owner or blogger.

lnformation is permanent, but comment
space or button is provided.

Enable users to share ideas or thoughts
spontaneously.

Although wikis and blogs are categorized as Web 2.0, their differences are shown
in the design which dictates how users use them. As summarized from Duffy and
Bruns (2006), we make a distinct list of wikis and blogs, as described in Table 1.

By knowing the characteristics and differences oflbetween wikis and blogs,

language teachers and students can consider which suits particular writing tasks.

Indeed, they are able to make an informed decision on what social software best

facilitates writing learning tasks. Though wikis and blogs differ in some respect,

they are seen as mediating software that allows for writing as socially scaffolded and
collaborative practice. More importantly, wikis and blogs can create communities
of student writers in a digitally situated participative and collaborative learning
atmosphere. In doing so, student writers need to be literate in technology or ICT.



Technology or ICT Literacies

Theinterplaybetweenliteracyandtechnologyistransactional;bothliteracyand
technology ur" -,-r,.,uUy";plil:;1,ary U1i'nature' The internet or the World

wide web hu, *.oo!-ilt ; ;J* challenge for language tea;h1s pertaining to

teaching students lite?acies foundation (Fahser-Fier.6 & Sttittkuehler' 2009)'

In today,s technologl) ..rr"r."*i"g ,ph"i"r, students need to be fully literate

and must 
..become p'roficient in the new literacies practices of information and

communication technologies" (Sternberg' Kaplan & Borck' 2007' p' 418)' As

International IcT Literacy Pane[ (2002, p.2) defines' technologv or lcT literacy

is the ability to use 
;.aigiiut technology, .oil*rnl.utions tools]and/or networks

to access, manage, t";;il;,;;;il;;:;;d create information in order to function

in a knowledge socie't-yii prrtrr.r, the panel elaborates "access, manage, integrate'

evaluate, and ireate" as listed below:

1. Access: knowing about and knowing how to collect and/or retrieve

information.

2. Manage: applying an existing organizational or classification scheme'

3. Integrate: interpreting and. representing information' It involves

summarizing, comparing' and contrasting'

4. Evaluate: making judgments about the quality' relevance' usefulness' or

eIfi ciencY of information'

5. Create: generating information by adapting' applying' designing' inventing'

or authoring information' (P'3)

Drawingontheabovewell-spelled.d.efinitions,ICTliteraciesinvolvemultiple
knowledge i.ogrritir". tit.ru.y)'u.td skills (technical literacy) to allow students to

work with *it i, una"uffi dr.t, t.,o*tedge and skills can be taught to students'

In addition, iC1' lit".u.?.s pervade ethicil consideration since in most cases'

information " 
."py;;;k;;. ririt It called as information literacies' In implementing

wikisandblogsin*.iti,,gclasses,languageteachersneedtotrainstudentsthe
way to select types "i 

*i[ir and blogi iientify and organize information, cite

informationproperly,judgewhetherirrformationisre'levantanduseful,and
generate informatioi. 

.i1r.i.for., the success of wiki and blog mediated writing

learning turrc a.p"na on whether learners receive coaching or training on icT

literaciJs co gnitively and technically'
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Writing as Socially Scaffolded, Participative, and
Col la borative Practice

writing either in a foreign language (FL) or in a second language (L2) is viewed as
a complicated task that most students or learners encounter. Since writing involves
social interaction, the relationship between a writer and readers is socially situated.
This means that the writer needs to make her or his ideas clear to the reader and
posit herself or himself as a reader as well. For this reason, writing seryes as a
medium of articulating"cogent ideas in a written manner, and indeed it involves
particular purposes of writing and target audiences. in this sense, one should suit
what they are writing to particuiar readers. So, the writer-reader relationship is
built through a written communication. To create this relationship requires a set of
conducive learning atmosphere where student writers can scaffold one another to
promote participative writing learning.

Scaffolding is essential for a successful learning. It helps learners to move towards
new skills, concepts, or levels ofunderstanding (Gibbons, 2oo2).In short, scaffolding
allows the teacher to help students to transit from assisted tasks to independeni
performances (Palincsar, 1998). It is a step-by-step process that provides itudents
with sufficient guidance until the process is learned, and then gradually removes
the support in order to transfer the responsibility for completing the task to
the students. Thus, scaffolding is intended to bring students closer to a state of
competence, which allows the students eventually to complete particular learning
activities/tasks independently (Diaz-Rico & Weed, 2002; Lantolf & Thorne ,2oo6t.
Anchored in this notion, writing can be seen as a socially scaffolded activity in
which students are not considered as passive recipients but viewed as potentially
capable individuals (Saville-Troike, 2006). However, this process needs teacher
assistance so that students succeed (Huong, 2003).

Scaffolding can be much related to participative and collaborative learning (fonassen,
1994) .In a participative learning sense, students engage in productive wliting tasks
in which they play different roles. For instance, one student can play u .ol" us u
feedback provider, and another plays a role as a scaffoldee, the one who is being
helped by another student. In this instance, a weaker or less proficient student cai
receive feedback from a more capable peer. In this peer interaction, both students
are involved in peer scaffolding practice. one challenge that we should raise up
here is that what more capable students get from this peer interaction. They can
share their expertise with their less capable peers. In doing so, a teacher should
reward more capable students by providing more credit points and more advanced
ways of commenting on their pieces of writing. In this way, more capable students
can be well-rewarded, and of course a teacher should balance the wiy to approach
less capable students and more capable students to ensure that there is 

"o 
Uig gup

in treating such two groups of students.
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In the collaborative learning sense, students are encouraged to collaborate
throughout the process ofwriting. Such collaboration means that students are jointly
responsible for composing a text and working on peer feedback. In integrating
collaboration into writing tasks, writing teachers need to consider two main issues.

The first issue is forming groups. This is the first step that teachers need to negotiate
with students. Ideally, small groups of two members are preferred in order to allow
for greater participation (iacobs, 2006). Two options are possible to form groups:
teacher chosen or student chosen (Widodo, 2006). The former rests on the teacher's
decision. First, groups can contain mixed ability levels (e.g., a low achiever and
high achiever work together). It is crucial to keep in mind that the group members
should assume equal participation during the writing process if the mixed ability
group is chosen. The second option is that students can choose their group mates.
In this regard, teachers afford the opportunity for the students to choose their own
group mates so that they feel comfortable to work with their own choices.

The second issue is when collaboration is implemented in writing tasks. Students

work collaboratively throughout the entire process of writing (from pre-writing
to post-writing stages). The same groups with the same members are assigned to
produce a particular piece of writing and give feedback on each other's work until a

writing process cycle is done. In another writing process cycle, teachers may assign

students to write with other peers so that they gain different experiences when
working with different students. Thus, as Nelson and Murphy (1992) point out,
shifting or rotating group membership periodically allows students the opportunity
to work with different peers in different writing cycles, thereby interacting with a
wider audience of readers. The group membership rotation can be decided based on
(1) the initial preferences of students, (2) a mixture of genders (males and females),
(3) a mixture of student proficiency level in language and writing, and (+) a shared
or similar writing topic.

To optimize socially scaffolded, participative, and collaborative writing learning, it
is important that a writer has a medium of communicating his or her work. One of
the ways is to exploit technological tools like Web 2.0 technologies (e.g., wikis and
blogs). Wikis and blogs can optimize writing as socially scaffolded, participative,
and collaborative practice because learners can communicate, exchange opinions,
and share ideas. In short, such practice can be optimally implemented through
wikis and blogs because both allow for interactive collaboration, active engagement,
learner-centred and collaborative learning, social presence, enhanced interactivity,
creativity, mutual support, and social mediation. This conclusion does not mean
that other Web 2.0 technologies are impossible to deliver successful L2 writing
instruction. Wikis and blogs are mentioned because they are frequently used by
language teachers and learners when they explore FL and L2 writing learning.
Although wikis and blogs can pedagogically be exploited in and out of class, it is not
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simply sufficient to say that; on the other hand, language teachers are challenged
to train language students how to use such social software to optimize FL writing
learning, for example.

lmplementing Wiki and Blog Mediated Writing Tasks

Wikiand blog postin8^:n, software

Before a teacher assigns students to work on writing tasks, she or he tells them to
think of kinds of wiki and blog hosting and software theywish to use. To get started
with wikis, the teacher needs to explain wiki hosting and software options to the
students. Despite numerous wiki hosting services, there are three wiki hosting
services that the students can use after they create an account, including:

1. Wikihost (http://wikihost.org/)
2. )otSpot (http://u,ww.jot.com/)
3. Wikia (http://www.wikia.com/wiki/Wikia)

Alternatively, the students can install wiki software on their own site or server,
some of which include:

1. Mediawiki (of Wikipedia fame) (http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/
MediaWiki)

2. Tikiwiki (http://tikiwiki.org/)
3. Dokuwiki (http://wiki.splitbrain.org/wiki:dokuwiki)

To start blogging, students have two hosting options: freely ready blog hosting and
biog hosting installing. The former does not require them to install anlthing on
their computer or laptop. Th"y just create an account by filling out a sign-up form
and this takes a few minutes to activate the account. The freely ready blog hosting
also provides students with some ready-made templates that they can personalize.
These hosting services include:

1. tslogger (http://ww.ribiogger.com/start)
2. LiveJournal (http:i lr,r,ww.livej ournal.com/ )
3. Edublogs (http:i/www.edublogs.org/) - free blogs for education

professionals

The latter requires the students to install blogging software on their own site or
server. Some of these are open source, so these hosting services would not charge
the students. The following are some of the most popular blogging software tools:
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1. Wordpress (http://wordpress.orgl)
2. Greymatter (http://noahgrey.com/greysoft/)
3. Movable Type (http://www.sixapart.com/moyabletlpe/)
4. Tlpepad (http : //www.sixapart. com I typ ep ad I )

Thus, the choices of wiki and blog hosting and software to name a few, depend on
costs, ease of use, versatility, technical complexity, available features, and long- and
short-term information storage. Through wikis and blogs, students can work on
writing tasks like outlining, drafting, feedback, and reflection or e-portfolio. These
task outcomes are certainly subject to live discussions and become historical and
personal artifacts for both a teacher and students, as further discussed below.

Outlining tasks

The main goals of draft outlining are to help students organize their ideas, assist them
to write easily and quickly, and scaffold the students in improving their grammar
at the beginning of the writing stage (widodo, 2006). In this task, the students
can Lrse either a wiki or blog that they have. Students may use a certain graphic
organizer (e.g., clustering, charting, semantic mapping) to elicit and communicate
information. Th.y may utilize DrawingiDraw tools like Group/Ungroup, order,
AutoShapes/change AutoShapes, and so forth for idea outlining on MS word.
Then, the outline can be uploaded onto a wiki or blog.

,ie.a.,t;-4.
pr n{ &rr hrfro{

.,..oe@iet. ei .$._!h,v . a&

Figure 1 The 'posting'function in blog
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Heart Attack

Figure 2 Example of a semantic map

When outlining possible keywords or ideas, students can make use of a semantic
map to enyision such words or ideas. For instance, suppose a student would like
to write "four possible detrimental health-related risks of smoking'l their outline
looks like as follows (Figure 2). To allow for creativity, a teacher may allow students
to jot down different semantic maps or other visual organizers, so the teacher can
leave the choice of semantic map design up to the students.

Working on idea outlining smoothly, at this stage, the students should choose their
own topic, problem, purpose, and target audience. When collaborative writing is

implemented, the students need to brainstorm ideas with their own group mates.
During this process, the teacher monitors the students' interaction. If the students
have difficulty generating ideas, the teacher can guide them in developing an
outline.

After the students have outlined their ideas, they post outlines through their wiki or
blog so that the students have a chance to comment on each others' outlines. Once
this peer feedback on outlines has been completed, the teacher can see threads of
comments and see whether the students have commented on outlines properly.

Dralting tasks

Before students develop their outline into a complete draft (e.g., a paragraph or
essay), they have to discuss and negotiate what sort of wiki and blog hosting or
software they are going to use. After that, they can proceed to drafting activity. It is
important to keep in mind that writing through a wiki and blog challenges students
to write for a wider audience. In collaborative drafting, students are suggested to

L1_

Four Possible Detrimental Health-Related
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firstly focus on developing ideas into rough drafts without considering language
accuracy. In other words, students can go through multiple drafting activities, and
the first and second drafts are not supposed to be perfect in the composing process
since this activity is meaning discovery and emphasizes the fluency of ideas so that
students are able to finish a certain writing task gradually.

During the drafting process, students may explore wiki and blog features
collaboratively that facilitate the composing process. For this reason, a teacher
needs to give students considerable time to complete their drafts. Moreover, in the
drafting process, theteacher has to allow students to write multiple drafts (second,

third, or fourth drafts) before they receive feedback from their peers and teacher.
The number ofdrafts that students can produce depends on the number ofgroups,
time allotment, and students' ability levels in language and writing. Thus, through
collaboration, students can share unique resources (i.e., language and content) as

well as technical expertise (e.g., the use of a wiki and blog) when developing ideas
into completed drafts. Also, a teacher can keep track of and assess what the students
have done during the composing process.

Feedbock tosks

Wiki and blog mediated feedback provides a digital platform for sharing ideas,
celebrating creativity, and receiving immediate feedback from peers. While working
through a wiki and blog, students are trained to give peer feedback. A teacher may
make use of this feedback framework 'tritical contrastive framing" (Widodo, in
press).

In this chapter, we define critical contrastive framing as a feedtrack task, which
encourages students to critically compare and contrast the original and noticed
versions oftheir drafts" This taskneeds to be done jointlyto allowfor livelydiscussion
and negotiation between two students or more. This task can be implemented
either through a blog or wiki. If the content remains original, students can use a
biog, but they can utilize a wiki for a feedback platforrn since they can keep track
of,al1 comments.

l''Vhat fi:llolvs, in critlcal contrastive framing, a teacher asks eroups or pairs of
students to coliaboraiiveiy respond to each others' draiis. In this task, students
work on gap or problem identification (e.g., form-linguistic issues, content-ideas,
and organization) in their drafts. After that, groups of students are asked to identi$.
sources of the probiems. fhen, the students are told to identify the problems
between the originai versions of the drafts and the noticed versions of the drafts
by critically comparing and contrasting those problems. This enables students to
negotiate the problems, encourages them to do critical discussions, and in turn find
solutions to the gaps noticed or identified. In short, in collaborative negotiation,

12
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Figure 3 A framework of critical contrastive framing for a collaborative
feedback task

Source: Widodo (in press)

students articulate their thoughts through explaining, questioning, and defending
their arguments. The entire framework of critical contrastive framing task for
negotiated feedback is shown in Figure 3.

In summary, through a wiki or blog, students can receive immediate feedback from
their peers without any time and space constraints. In other words, this task can be
done in and out of class. A teacher can monitor and assess the way the students are
commenting on each others' drafts. A wiki and blog function as a digital platform
that can promote intensive feedback, thereby building negotiated and process
oriented dialogs.

Reflection or e-porlfolio tosks

Reflection can take form of online diaries through a blog. Individual reflection
works through a blog since this reflection is personal and does not require any
feedback from others, but, this personal reflection can allow for experience sharing.
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Onblogs,studentscansharetheirexperienceduringthe-outlining'drafting'and
feedback sessions. Th;;;"y add reflection to one"another. Students can make

multiple reflection .,til"'' irrom these entries' a teacher can see' monitor' and

assess how th. ,t.,d.rtl hu,re berrefited from the learning process through wikis

and blogs. In addition, ;l;.;h;, .an ask the students to create e-portfolio to short

students,works",a,"n..'io*.tni,."fl..tiontaskthroughablogaimsto.*p:n9
dialogs between a teacher and students and between students and their peers' This

reflection log or . p;;;1i; 
"lso 

shows historical events that the students have

experienced in and "ri "i 
a*r. From this e-document, a teacher can assess and

evaluate the entire ptol"tt of writing inside and outside the classroom'

Conclusion

WorkingonFLorL2writingtaskswithWebz.otechnologieslikewikisandblogs
poses new .hutt..,gJ, t; #g;g. students while wikis *d btogt are affordable

tools for constructive and in-terictive writing learning. P...".* challenges here

deal with iCT literaci., und technical expertie. The afplications of those tools in

writing classes, i"d;;;';;;-;; coilaborative and paiiicipative learning' learner

centeredness, digitally mediated .o*-rrriif of practice, cognitively and technicalll'

driven engagement, lo.iut presence, interactivity, creativity, and mutual support'

Aslongaslanguageteachersadheretothefundamentalsofsocioconstructivist
theory and provide the constructivist tooir, irr. choices of using such tools are left

tolanguagertoa",-tt'*t-toO*r1'ttasonlinelearningdesigners'developers'users'
and controll.rr. mJ".J, to u.hi.rr. this joal, languige students need to be well-

trained. Most impoii;;il, dth;"gh Web"2.0 techirologies like wikis and blogs are

ubiquitously """ilJ;, 
i;ir**. tlachers should not Jimply assume that students

are familiar *ith th;';; if Jo.f, technologies. In othei words, training on the

applications of ,r.h too1, and ICT literacies ,imains an issue that language teachers

should take into consideration'
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